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Forming the Japanese Modern Craft Movement:
Perspectives from the Leach Archives
Rіѐѕюџё  L. WіlѠќћ
 Modernization in Japan profoundy changed ideas about the making of 
crafts by hand.  From the 1910s, a seect number of producers, based chiefy 
in Tokyo, began to focus upon the roe of the individua maker, the meaning 
of tradition, and the reationship of craft to everyday ife.  A burgeoning 
mass media began to vaorize makers and products.  A centra figure on that 
stage was the British ceramicist Bernard Leach (1887-1979).  Unti quite 
recenty the stories tod about Bernard Leach were by Leach, his friends or 
discipes.  This is a we-honed biography, and its outines were aready in 
pace in Japan by the 1930s.  However in the past two decades schoars have 
exposed the tensions and contradictions in this orthodox Leach portrait, 
especiay in the context of Yanagi Soetsu and the Mingei (Fok Craft) 
movement. 1)  This essay, whie indebted to both the standard biographica 
and newer critica iterature, does not intend to re-visit those approaches. 
Rather, by focusing chiefy on primary sources, we intend to examine the 
formative stage for Leach’s move into ceramics.  Here, our documentary 
research is enhanced with the pubication of the onine Bernard Leach 
Cataogue at the Crafts Centre in Farnham, Surrey, U.K.  This massive 
 1) Brian Moeran, Bernard Leach and the Japanese Fok Craft Movement: The Formative 
Years.” Journal of Design History 2: 2-3 (1989), pp.139-143; Kikuchi Yuko, “The Myth of 
Yanagi’s Individuaity: The Formation of Mingei Theory in its Socia and Historica 
Context,” Journal of Design History 7-4 (1994), pp.246-266; Ajioka Chiaki, “Eary Mingei 
and the Deveopment of Japanese Crafts, 1920s-1940s,” PhD dissertation, Austraia 
Nationa University, 1995; Edmund de Waa, Bernard Leach, St. Ives Series, Tate Gaery 
(London, 1998), Suzuki Sadahiro, Baanaado Riichi no shogai to geijutsu — Higashi to nishi 
no kekkon (Bernard Leach’s Life and Work—The Marriage of East and West) (Kyoto, 
2006); Tsuchida Maki, Samayoeru kogei — Yanagi Soetsu to kindai (Wandering Craft—
Yanagi Soetsu and Modernity) (Urayasu, 2007).
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database contains descriptions, some of them quite detaied, of some 15,000 
documents and objects.  Many documents and objects are viewabe as digita 
images.  Here we wi refer to this data as the “Leach archive” or simpy 
“archive”. 2 )  When considered in ight of Leach´s artistic and cutura 
activities in Tokyo, these materias wi shed new ight on the modern craft 
movement in Japan. 
Access to the Center
 Bernard Leach arrived in Tokyo in Apri 1909 together with an etching 
press and an intention to teach graphic art.  Athough his primary artistic 
miieu in Japan is commony identified as the Shirakaba iterary circe, Leach 
was initiay indebted to the facuty and students of the Tokyo Schoo of Fine 
Arts (TSFA) in Ueno, present-day Taito ward, Tokyo.  The connection, as is 
we known, came through artist Takamura Kotaro (1882-1956), who 
introduced Leach to his father, the scuptor Koun (1852-1934), and Iwamura 
Toru (1870-1917), both powerfu facuty members of the schoo.  A etter in 
the Leach archive aso shows that in 1909 Kotaro proposed introducing 
Leach to painter Ishii Hakutei (1882-1958) and Kawasaki Yasu (dates 
unknown), editor of Nihon bijutsu zasshi. 3)   With this backing, Leach coud 
find a transator and companion in Iwamura’s assistant Morita Kamenosuke 
(1883-1966), who ater heped Leach buid a house and studio at 40 
Sakuragi-cho, presenty Sakuragi-cho 2-chome, just behind the present 
Nationa University of Fine Arts.  Within the year Leach was featured in at 
east two newspaper coumns, was invited to write for the cutting-edge 
magazines Shumi and Hosun, and was the subject of a two-page interview in 
Bijutsu shinpo (fig. 1).  He was invited to ecture at TSFA.  This is by any 
 2) References to “diaries” in this artice pertain to Leach’s 1911-1912 diary, archive no. 
10875, and his 1913 diary, archive no. 10876.  The archive number of a other materias 
wi be isted in brackets [] in the footnotes.
 3) A copy of a etter by Kotaro in the Leach archives [14320].  The cataogue ists the date as 
February 14, 1907 but the year must be a misreading of 1909.  Later accounts mention 
that Kotaro provided six etters for Leach, addressed to Iwamura, Koun, Hakutei, 
Kasawaki, Masaki Naohiko (1862-1940), and Kotaro’s ifeong friend, the poet Mizuno 
Yoshu (1883-1947); see Suzuki, op. cit., p.22.
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measure an acceerated track for a young and unknown artist, and it is 
noteworthy that Leach’s startup activities incuded writing, one eement that 
woud separate modern craft makers from their predecessors.  Leach’s good 
fortune may be effectivey contrasted with the travais of Japanese artist 
Makino Yoshio (1868-1956), who tried to estabish a career in London at 
roughy the same time.  Lacking connections, Makino strugged for years, 
surviving through activities ike modeing in kimono for orientaist painters 
or designing tombstones unti his eventua success.4)
 Kotaro’s introductions brought Leach to the center of the avant-garde 
movement in Japan, one that was re-defining the objectives and boundaries 
of fine art.  Hakubakai, the painting faction representing TSFA facuty and 
students, began to break out of the excusive fine-arts concept in 1901, when 
it introduced French ithograph posters and encouraged the spread of art 
nouveau in Japan.  Iwamura Toru, who had joined the TSFA facuty in 1899, 
was a progressive thinker and word traveer.  Aready in the opening years 
of the century he was a key figure in Tokyo’s iterary saons, and upon his 
return from Europe in 1909 he introduced his Japanese contemporaries to 
the ideas of British craft reformer Wiiam Morris.  As Ajioka Chiaki has 
 4) See Makino (Markino), A Japanese Artist in London (Phiadephia, 1910).
fig. 1     Leach in his new studio, Sakurakgi-cho, Ueno, 1909. From Bijutsu shinpo 
8-14 (1909).
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pointed out, in addition to a distinguished facuty, the TSFA design 
curricuum encouraged training by different teachers, and its setting in an 
art schoo with mutipe discipines produced an artistic cimate in which the 
producers deveoped an individua outook rather than aegiance to a 
specific medium.  Many painters, either out of interest or necessity, were 
branching into aied fieds such as printmaking, poster designs, and book 
iustration.  Students working in craft design were taught to consider 
decoration as part of the whoe object rather than the making of preiminary 
sketches.  TSFA painting teacher Okada Saburosuke (1869-1939) started the 
Gorakukai movement that advocated the creation of objects for persona 
peasure that in turn woud serve as modes for society.  Kotaro’s younger 
brother Toyochika (1890-1972), who Leach met in his initia audience at the 
Takamura residence, enroed at the schoo to study meta casting.  Inspired 
by design and craft innovators ike Tsuda Shinobu (1875-1946) and 
Akatsuka Jitoku (1871-1936), Toyochika woud emerge as a eader in the 
new craft movement in the 1920s.  TSFA students were major contributors to 
Rokando, the mutimedia gaery opened by Kotaro in 1910. 5)  And most 
importanty, Tomimoto Kenkichi (18-19), a TSFA graduate possessed with 
the most advanced understanding of European craft reform and design, 
returned from his sojourn to Engand and met Leach in mid-1910.
 After an unhappy year in which Leach’s submissions to the annua 
Monbusho art exhibition (Bunten) were apparenty rejected, his fortunes 
improved.6)  His diary notes that on January 30th, 1911, he sketched pottery 
at the [Ueno] museum, with the prophetic thought, “Why shoud a porceain 
vase not be as beautifu as a picture?” On the 18th of the next month, the 
diary tes of attending a party with Tomimoto and Morita hosted “by the 
artist Hiraoka.” On the page opposite the reference is a quick sketch of a 
raku kin.  This was the party where Leach tried his hand at decorating Raku 
ware, which ed to his infatuation with ceramics.  “The artist Hiraoka” was 
 5) Ajioka Chiaki, “When Craft Became Art: Modern Japanese Art and the Mingei Sakka,” 
Nihon no dento kogei saiko — soto kara mita kogei no shorai to sono kanosei (Kyoto, 2005), 
pp.213-216.  Incidentay, Leach himsef participated in an exhibition of artist-painted 
fans at Rokando in November of 1911.  See Bijutsu shinpo 10-10 (1911), p.32.
 6) Takamura consoes Leach about this rejection in a etter of October 1910 [11572].
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surey Kuroda Seiki’s student and Hakubakai painter Hiraoka Gonpachirô 
(1883-1943), adopted heir to the Shinbashi restaurant Kagetsuro and, 
together with Matsuyama Shozo (1884-1970), the founder of the first 
Japanese café, Printemps (Kafue Purantan), which woud open just a month 
after the party.  A fagship of Tokyo’s nascent café society, Printemps was 
funded by 50-sen monthy contributions from feow artists, and one might 
specuate that this gathering was part of the panning.  The sponsor for the 
party, Gahosha, was the pubisher of Bijutsu shinpo and many books on art, 
incuding Iwamura’s.  Leach ater visited Printemps severa times, 
mentioning Hiraoka and Matsuyama and caing it “not a bad itte pace at 
a.”7)
 Four days after this party Leach’s diary mentions an “exhibition 
panned for Apri” and “I want to experiment with crockery too.” The 
exhibition was to be the ground-breaking Bijutsu shinpo-sponsored Saishu 
sakka shohin ten (Group exhibition of “sma” artworks), hed at the 
Gorakuden, an exhibition space in Kyobashi, a fashionabe urban area 
adjacent to Ginza.  Noting the actua event, Leach records that Iwamura 
provided a “high tea” for the 30 exhibitors.  Tomimoto exhibited his own 
prints, watercoors and ceramics aongside Leach, who writes of seing “10 
raku pots, 7 etchings and 2 oi-paintings on paper.” Together the two 
arranged the gaery that incuded chairs designed by Tomimoto and 
stencied coth by Leach.  A commemorative photo pubished in Bijutsu 
shinpo shows Leach and Tomimoto together with Morita and Sakai Gisaburo 
(aso Saisui, 1871-1940), a critic who edited the magazine and wrote for Chuo 
bijutsu and Bi no kuni.  Leach began to gain a reputation and infuence others, 
incuding a young and impressionabe visitor to this show, potter Kawai 
Kanjiro (1880-1966).
 From this point Leach graduay passed into the custody of Shirakaba. 
Of course TSFA and Shirakaba personne cannot be competey separated, 
but the atter’s handing of Leach is distinctive, refecting Shirakaba’s 
emphasis on the artistic persona over art itsef.  The group’s representations 
of Rodin are a good exampe: for Shirakaba, Rodin was an unimpeachabe 
 7) Diary reference, May 26, 1911.
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personaity iving sincerey unto his art: more than his work as a scuptor, 
Rodin was a mode for character fufiment.8)  Shirakaba’s appea depended 
on the creation of these cut figures.  Leach was another such a iving mode, 
not so much for the members of the group itsef but as a maeabe icon for 
the group’s pubic image.  And thus it is not surprising to see an acceeration 
of Leach’s activities with the Shirakaba starting in November 1911, when he 
wrote an artice for the group’s magazine and showed four etchings at the 
Shirakaba-backed Yoga tenrankai (Western-stye painting exhibition) at the 
Sankaido, a popuar exhibition space for artists affiiated with various avant-
garde groups.  Three months ater, Leach was exhibiting with the Shirakaba/
Sankaido again, in the Shirakaba shusai dai yonkai bijutsu tenrankai (Fourth 
Shirakaba-sponsored art show), a venue that incuded Rodin, Renoir, British 
portraitist Augustus John (1878-1961), Jugendsti artist Heinrich Vogeer 
(1872-1942) and Shirakaba painter Yamawaki Nobunori (1886-1962).  Leach 
exhibited etchings and drawings aong with pottery and toys.  In 1913, 
Leach iustrated a the covers for Shirakaba.  In the course of these activities 
Leach drew coser to Shirakaba’s art editor, Yanagi Soetsu, athough Leach’s 
diary suggests that the two were not particuary cose before 1912.9)
 In addition to producing and exhibiting, Leach was aso becoming 
famiiar with traditiona Japanese arts.  This was part of his origina impuse 
to visit Japan, to foow the precedent of Lafcadio Hearn in searching for the 
“strange and beautifu.”10)  In January 23, 1911, Leach’s diary mentions that 
he had decided to “study fower arranging with Nagahara.” It is uncear 
whether or not Leach was referring to painter Nagahara Kotaro (1864-1930), 
who seems to have been fond of Leach and appears in his diaries as a source 
on traditiona Japanese ife.  On Apri 19 Leach writes that he attended a noh 
drama and, in that connection, three etters in the archive from Shirakaba 
 8) See Mushanokoji Saneatsu, “Lodan to Jinsei (Rodin and Life),” Shirakaba (November 
1910), p.73.
 9) In his diary record about the now-famous visit to Yanagi’s house to see the Rodin 
scuptures (December 25, 1911), Leach simpy writes “Then we went to the house of a 
member of the Shirakaba…” Ceary he and Yanagi were not yet on intimate terms.  The 
odest etter from Yanagi in archive is dated May 1912 [11595].
10) As written in Leach’s A Review, 1909-1914, privatey pubished, 1914. 
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poet and noh enthusiast Kinoshita Rigen (1886-1921) are of interest.  A of 
them mention noh, and one of them appears to suggest a noh teacher for 
Leach.11)  A group of documents in the archive demonstrates that between 
1913 and 1915 Leach compied materias on the tea ceremony and assembed 
51 pieces of tea ceremony ware that were shipped to his unce, Wiiam 
Evans Hoye (1855-1926), director of the Nationa Museum of Waes.12) 
Leach even provided diagrams of the proper pacement of the utensis to 
guide the museum dispay. 
Outlets: Overseas Sales, Department Stores, Galleries
 The experimenta activities of the art schoo and Shirakaba circes did 
not guarantee steady income.  Leach had to make a iving, and the records 
show that he engaged in a wide variety of activities.  Leach had come to 
Japan with a £140-200 annua income (at that time a singe pound stering 
was worth about 10 yen) inherited from his ate father but that did not ease 
his anxieties about supporting a famiy or making a reputation.  Leach took 
a part-time job teaching Engish and his diaries mention what he read to his 
students.  His eary prices for etchings were ambitious: the October 1909 
artice in Bijutsu shinpo introducing Leach mentions that etchings were 
priced 10 to 70 yen, and the anonymous writer, apparenty taken aback at 
the high end, suggested a price of 10 yen might garner interest among 
Leach’s peers (at that time sma paintings by Japan’s premier oi painter 
Kuroda Seiki (1866-1924), were priced at 60 yen).  The back cover of Hosun 
4-7, October 1910 has Leach advertising oi pigments for sae at his Sakuragi-
cho house.  On January 16, 1911, his diary mentions packing off etchings for 
the Cheni Gaery, a Chesea venue that sod works of his cassmates from 
the Sade Schoo of Art.  Diary references and etters show that Leach 
11) Two 1920-dated etters from Rigen [2336-2337] and an undated one suggesting a noh 
teacher [6575].  Aso, a 1915 etter to Leach from Yanagi refers to Rigen and Leach 
having attended a noh pay together [11609].
12) [2291-2296].  These utensis anguished in the storage of the Museum unti 2001, when 
they were understood through studies of the Leach archiva materia and put on 
dispay.
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endeavored to se his etchings in the U.S. and Europe throughout this 
decade. 
 In March or Apri of 1911 Leach was demonstrating pottery decoration 
in Ueno Park, writing the buyer’s name in Engish on souvenir vases and 
saké cups.13)  In May 1912 his diary reveas a pan to open an antique shop in 
Chesea that woud aso offer wares made by him and Tomimoto.  An 
undated ist, thought to be from the same time, inventories “Owari bue and 
white” sent to Engand on his behaf, with prices attached.  A etter from 
Marie Riefstah dated August 29, 1912, indicates an interest in Leach 
providing antiques to her newy opened gaery in Paris.14)  In December 
1912, presumaby after shopping at the Takushoku coonia exhibition in 
Ueno, Leach isted up a shipment of antiques, mosty Korean ceramics, 
intended for Riefstah.  Leach woud continue to suppy various gaeries 
with antiques throughout his years in Tokyo.  On February 29, 1913 his diary 
mentions that he had arranged a “permanent exhibition” of his own work at 
Taibunsha.  This we-known shop, ocated in Kanda Jinbocho, sod foreign 
books, painting, and in the case of Leach, crafts as we.  Another notation at 
the end of his 1913 diary states “eary Engish pattern pots; to be copied by 
Rokubei of Kyoto; sampes sent to me.” It appears that Leach was sub-
contracting to the prominent Kyoto potter Kiyomizu Rokubei (probaby the 
fifth-generation Rokubei, 1871-1959).
 Leach’s we-documented reationship with the department store 
Mitsukoshi (at that time caed Mitsukoshi Gofukuten) deveoped eary in 
his career.  Athough its eariest home furnishings centered on expensive 
imports, from the 1910s Mitsukoshi was pioneering in interior merchandise 
13) Emmanue Cooper, Bernard Leach: Life and Work (New Haven and London, 2003), p.76. 
The date is an estimation based on Leach’s work with Horikawa Kozan (see the section 
on Kozan in this essay).
14) Letter from Marie Riefstah to Leach [11593].  The Manchester-born artist Marie 
Reifstah Nordinger (1876-1961) was a cose friend of writer Marce Proust and an 
enameist and agent for Paris-based art deaer Sigfried Bing.  Leach must have known 
her in London, for aready in 1908 he had offered to introduce her to a Paris-bound 
Takamura Kotaro [11568].  It is possibe that Leach first met Reifstah though his etching 
teacher Frank Brangwyn, who had coaborated with Bing.  Later materia in the archive 
shows that Leach and Riefstah maintained their friendship over the years.
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for mass consumption.  These goods were promoted through exhibitions 
and mode dispays.  Inexpensive paintings and decorative objects — 
sometimes described as shohin (sma works) or jitsyuohin (functiona works) 
rather than bijutsuhin (art works) — were part of this campaign.  Reaizing 
that few peope coud actuay dispay arge paintings in their sma homes, 
from May 1912 the store had its first Yoga shohin tenrankai (Show of sma 
western-stye painting) with prices ranging from 60 yen for a painting by 
Kuroda Seiki to three yen for a miniature.   This serves as the background for 
Leach’s participation in Gendai taika sho-geijutsuhin tenrankai (Show of 
sma artworks by great contemporary artists) at Mitsukoshi in March 1913 
and October 1914.15)  Leach’s diary incudes the prices for the first show (“List 
of pottery for Mitsukoshi”): porceain pot, 5 yen; various yunomi (cyindrica 
tea cups), from 1 yen to 1.50 yen; chanoyu chawan (tea-ceremony bows), 7.50 
yen; various sma chawan, 50 to 60 sen; hat pins: 50 sen; pair of oshidori 
(mandarin ducks), 50 sen; porceain toy dogs: 25 sen; and fower vase: 4-5 
yen.  Amost a of these were marked “sod” (fig. 2).  Leach continued to 
exhibit at Mitsukoshi, not ony in the Tokyo main store but probaby in the 
15) The 1913 show data is mentioned in the 1913 diary, entry of February 7.
fig. 2     Bernard Leach. Sketches of ceramics submitted to the Sma Artworks Exhibition at 
Mitsukoshi, Tokyo, 1913. Diary entry, penci, 25.5 x 41 cm. Copyright John Leach/
Crafts Study Centre.
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Osaka branch as we.16)  By the time of his second visit to Japan in the 1930s 
Leach was not ony showing his own work at Mitsukoshi, but together with 
Yanagi, Hamada Shoji and Kawai he was purchasing tens of thousands of 
crafts countrywide for the store.17)  Leach’s Mitsukoshi connection 
demonstrates that modern craft was deveoped not ony by individua 
makers and gaeries, but due aso to parae trends in consumption, by the 
retai sector. 
 On what basis did Leach’s eary pottery appea to these urban 
audiences? Remaining works and photographs suggest that in the eary 
years Leach was inspired by Majoica or Deft earthenware and ate Ming 
bue-and white-porceain (fig. 3).  Those modes aso informed the works of 
potters throughout Japan, ranging from the Kyoto Ceramics Testing Institute 
staff to individua potter Itaya Hazan (1872-1963).  For the sma group of 
art-word coeagues that patronized Leach’s eary shows, an added appea 
came from the appication of painting to crafts.  Professiona crafts 
decoration had reached a crisis point in 1900, when the earier concept of 
16) Mention of “Osaka Mitsukoshi” in the 1913 diary, entry of September 13.
17) Cooper, op cit., p.190.
fig. 3     Bernard Leach. Left: sketch of a Deft abareo, 1912. Penci, size unknown. Right: 
Deft-stye vase, 1911~1920. Raku ware, 10.0 x 8.5 cm. Copyright John Leach/Crafts 
Study Centre.
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“japanesque” appied design was deemed inferior to new European ideas 
such as Art Nouveau.  In Japan, painters consequenty came to be seen as 
potentia saviors for the crafts: they coud bring freshness and sensitivity to a 
stagnant fied.  Leach’s eary ceramic decorations acked the virtuosity of his 
professiona counterparts, but that very absence may have hed promise for 
a new direction in crafts.  It is noteworthy that Leach’s first raku ware was 
described as “Riichi-kun no jiga no rakuyaki” (Raku ware with Leach’s own 
painting).  On the other hand, for customers at the Mitsukoshi, unfamiiar 
with such nuances, Leach’s work presented a chance to buy something both 
affordabe (sma items at Mitsukoshi were priced at 50 sen) and, more 
importanty, exotic.  A ist of “things to make” made in his diary on 
September 18, 1913, incudes, in addition to items famiiar to a Japanese 
audience, “foreign items” ike paperweights, knife rests, penci hoders, 
marbes, toys, hat pins, sat cears (dishes for hoding sat), ink stamps, cock 
stands, tea and coffee sets, and mugs.  This “occidenta” appea heps us to 
understand why, after Leach moved back to Engand, Yanagi Soetsu 
impored him to send Engish-stye earthenware rather than stoneware, and 
coffee sets rather than bows for the tea ceremony for sae back in Tokyo.
 Leach aso dispayed at private gaeries, which were just beginning to 
open in Tokyo.  His etchings, paintings, and ceramics were variousy 
exhibited at Rokando (Japan’s first private art gaery, where Leach exhibited 
in 1910), Venus Kurabu (1913), Mikasa (1914), Bijutsuten Tanakaya (1914), 
and Ryuitsu-so (Rousseau; 1917).  Some of those contacts emerge in Leach’s 
etters and diaries.  One is deaer and art historian Tanaka Kisaku (1885-
1945), who in October 1914 featured Leach in his new gaery in Takegawa-
cho, Kyobashi.  Tanaka appears among the we-wishers in a farewe 
photograph with Leach on the eve of his departure to China in 1915.  Letters 
in the archive show that Tanaka worked together with Yanagi to exhibit 
Leach’s pottery after the atter’s return to Engand in 1920.18)  In a May 5, 1923 
essay in the Yomiuri newspaper, Tanaka writes that in addition to Ryuitsu-so 
gaery proprietor Naka Seigo, Nojima Hiromasa and Hasegawa Denjiro 
were heping with a Leach exhibition.  Nojima (1889-1944) and Hasegawa 
18) [2379], a etter of September 14, 1922; [ 2348], a etter written sometime after 1920.
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(1894-1976) are two of Japan’s prominent prewar photographers.  Nojima’s 
support for the Leach show is corroborated in a etter from Yanagi in 1925.19) 
Leach’s diary of 1923 ists a “Hasegawa” as a correspondent.20)  
 Naka Seigo (1878-1969) became especiay prominent after Leach’s move 
back to Tokyo in 1919.21)  Naka was the mediator in Kuroda Seiki’s offer to 
sponsor a new kin in Azabu for Leach after his Abiko workshop burned 
down in 1919.  Leach and Naka appear together in Kuroda’s diary at the 
time of the Azabu kin opening, and photographs in the Leach archive 
record the event.22)  Athough severa etters written in 1922 by Yanagi to 
Leach in Engand show some dissatisfaction with Naka, by 1923, a had 
been resoved.23)  Naka’s gaery was destroyed in the 1923 earthquake, and 
after that Leach’s in absentia shows were hed at the Kyukyodo Gaery, 
sometimes with Naka present.  Naka aso used the kin eft at Kuroda’s 
estate.24)  
Tokyo Ceramics
 Leach coud not become a pioneering artist-craftsman without access to 
technica expertise.  His first mentor was a neighbor in Sakuragi-cho, 
Horikawa Kozan (active about 1890-1930), who aso managed a ceramics 
dispay at the 1911 Tokyo Kangyo Hakurankai at Ikenohata, Ueno.  Leach’s 
diary has numerous references to “baking pottery” at that venue between 
March and May 1911.25)  The Yomiuri shinbun reveas Horikawa’s background, 
none of it mentioned in Leach’s writings.  Horikawa appears first in 1898, 
19) See [11633].  Kishida Ryusei’s diary mentions that Nojima offered his house in 
Koishikawa for an exhibition by Kishida in 1922 (Nojima was the son of a weathy 
banker, which heps to expain such argesse).
20) [10884]
21) For a fu account of Naka Seigo, see Yokosuka Yukie, “Ryuitsu-so to Naka Seigo” (Naka 
Seigo and the Ryuitsu-so), Taisho imajurii 3 (2007), pp.86-87.
22) Kuroda Seiki nikki,1919.10.23; 1919.10.24
23) [11626, 11628, 11629, 11631]
24) Naka Seigo to Leach, etter of Juy 29, 1921 [2370] .
25) For exampe, March 26, Apri 1, Apri 2, Apri 19 (with Tomimoto), Apri 24, Apri 27, 
May 15, May 20, May 21, May 25.
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aspiring to become a ceramic decorator in the mod of Ninsei and Kenzan, 
even taking painting essons from Sakai Hoitsu’s descendent Sakai Doitsu 
(1845-1913) in order to achieve it.  Three years ater, Kozan exhibited a 
poychrome vase at the first Yogyohin kyoshinkai (Promotiona exhibit for 
the ceramic industry) with other participants isted as Chin Jukan and Kato 
“Tomojiro” (perhaps a corruption of Kato Tomotaro, 1851-1916).  In 
December of that year, Horikawa opened an exhibit of 3000 of his own wares 
in Negishi.  Then, in 1906, the newspaper mentions that potter Horikawa 
had decorated the ceiing of Mitsui Hachiroemon’s house in Azabu (which is 
now part of the Edo Tokyo Tatemono-en in Koganei).26)  The coection of the 
Tokyo University of Fine Arts incudes a vase submitted by Kozan to the 
Fifth Domestic Industria Exposition, hed in 1903.
 But the most intriguing aspect of Horikawa’s reputation comes from a 
foreign source.  According to the August 1910 edition of a British periodica, 
Building News and Engineering Journal, Horikawa was one of the most 
popuar craftsman participating in the Japan-British exhibition of that year. 
He demonstrated Japanese-stye pottery making and repaired “priceess 
antiquities”.27)  A 1914 artice written by Horikawa for the Kenchiku kogei soshi 
mentions that whie in London demonstrating raku-ware techniques such as 
extracting red-hot pots from the kin and quenching them in water, 
Horikawa got a chance to earn technoogy for decorative bricks, and upon 
his return opened a workshop in Mukojima.28)  The same year, Horikawa 
participated in the first Kokusan shorei no tenrankai (Domestic products 
promotion exhibition) at Ikenohata.  He demonstrated Raku ware amidst 
dispays of western cooking, sushi making, and sewing machines.29)
 The Tokyo Kangyo Hakurankai cosed on June 10, 1911.  This must have 
finished Leach’s chances for working under Horikawa, for just two days 
26) Yomiuri shinbun, 1898.01.07, 1901.9.13, 1901.12.29, 1906.12.20, respectivey.
27) As mentioned in Hotta-Lister, Ayako, The Japan-British Exhibition of 1910: gateway to the 
island empire of the East (Richmond, Surrey, 1999).
28) Horikawa Kozan, “Decorative bricks and their demand”, Kenchiku kogei soshi 2-20 (Dec. 
1914).  I don’t know when Horikawa died but he was sti active as of 1922, when the Nov. 
11 issue of the Yomiuri shinbun mentions his making an image for the commemoration of 
the Meiji Emperor.
29) Yomiuri shinbun, 1914.11.15.
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ater, we see in Leach’s diary: “He [Morita Kamenosuke] caed after unch 
and we went to see Mr. Itaya [Hazan] at Tabata.  He has many charming 
exampes of od porceain.  He was not wiing that I shoud study with 
him.”30)  This meeting of Leach and Itaya Hazan is not mentioned in other 
eary writings, athough the two seem have met again in 1934.  In his own 
biography Hamada Shoji remarked that Hazan was not disposed toward 
taking students, so his rejection of Leach is understandabe.  As for 
Horikawa, he appears one more time in Leach’s records, in spring of 1912, in 
an unpubished draft for a critica essay on art: “a porceain maker 
[Horikawa] who ives just across the way is an exampe [of a debased 
modern stye].  He is the inea successor of a famous ceramicist.  He is now 
about 45.  He works for position and money.  He has ‘push’.  He went with 
the workmen to the Ango-Japanese exhibition with a fair conceit of himsef 
and is now unbearabe.  He hardy retains any of the od exceence in his 
products.  He substitutes gas for coa, and coa for pinewood in his kins. 
His work is very cean, highy finished (so caed), but without quaity.  He 
has undoubtedy no understanding of what we mean by taste and yet he 
and men ike him in a departments are the peope who are judging peope’s 
taste…”31)  Horikawa had become demonized, and was never to appear in 
Leach’s pubic writing.  Stricty speaking, Horikawa and not Leach was the 
first potter to use and demonstrate Japanese techniques in the west, an 
uncomfortabe fact that Leach may have wanted to forget about. 
 Over the weeks foowing the rejection from Itaya Hazan, there are no 
further diary mentions of pottery baking. Instead Leach studied stenci 
dyeing with a “Mr. Adachi” and practiced photography.  After returning 
from a summer in Hakone, through the introduction of either Ishii Hakutei 
or Awashima Kangetsu, Leach was introduced to Urano Shigekichi (1851-
1923), who caimed descent from the great Kyoto potter Ogata Kenzan 
(1663-1743).32)  Leach described Urano as “od, kindy and poor, pushed to 
30) 1911 diary (June 12), archive no. 10875.
31) 1911 diary (insert written in Spring 1912), no. 10875.
32) Various dates have been given for the beginning of Leach’s study with Urano, but 
considering the sequence of events in Leach’s diary it must have taken pace in autumn 1911.
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one side by the new commerciaism of the Meiji era.” Apparenty Kenya was 
surviving by seing dishes to the Hyakkaen garden-park in Mukojima and 
ceramic beads to Mitsukoshi Gofukuten. Urano, iving in nearby Iriya, 
taught Leach how to use the pottery whee and passed on knowedge of 
pigments and gazes, especiay for the ow-temperature raku-ware stye. 
He heped Leach buid his first kin at Sakuragi-cho — the 1913 diary ceary 
shows that this took pace between January and February of that year — and 
ater at Abiko.  Moreover, he gave Leach a certificate of proficiency, or densho, 
which has been interpreted to signify Leach’s inheritance of the Kenzan tite. 
Athough the idea of the Kenzan tradition had itte meaning for Leach in his 
eary period, it took on increasing significance in the postwar period, 
cuminating in his book Kenzan and His Tradition (1967). 
 From a historica point of view, Urano may be inked to a ong tradition 
of Tokyo earthenware potters based aong the ower reaches of the Sumida 
River, working in ungazed and gazed earthenware such as Imado ware, 
Sumidagawa ware, and the Mukojima workshop of Urano’s teacher, Miura 
Kenya (1821-89).  However Kenya was not ony a potter, rather he was 
passionatey interested in Western technoogy, designing Japan’s first 
ironcad ship and deveoping factories to make brick, gass and ceramic 
insuators.  Nor was Urano Shigekichi a competey ”traditiona“ potter.  He 
worked for the German chemist and technica advisor Gottfried Wagener 
(1831-92), and his father-in-aw was pioneering Japanese photographer and 
Europhie Shimooka Renjo (1823-1914).  Urano had submitted a craft work 
with decoration of wind and thunder gods to the Paris Internationa 
Exposition in 1900 and received a certificate of merit for it.  He aso wrote for 
various craft-reated journas such as Kenchiku kogei soshi and Shoga kotto 
zasshi.33)  Urano may have been poor, but ike Horikawa he was open to 
experiment and coud discourse with persons outside traditiona pottery 
networks.  For Leach, the chance to earn Horikawa and Urano’s “enyukai” 
stye of raku-ware was providentia.  This technique bridged the arts of 
33) Rokusei Ogata Kenzan, “Kenzan Shinsei no sakuhin” (The work of Kenzan Shinsei), 
Kenchiku kogei soshi 2-13 (1914); Rokusei Ogata Kenzan, “Ogata Kenzan oyobi sono 
kakei ni tsuite” (Ogata Kenzan and his famiy geneaogy), Shoga kotto zasshi 87 (1915).
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painting and pottery.  Aso, the ead gazes and ow-temperature kin 
technoogy were simpe enough that an amateur coud hande a the stages 
of production aone.  These are key characteristics in Leach’s break from 
traditiona workshop practice.
Tokyo Away From Tokyo
 For Leach, Tokyo extended to the resort areas of Hakone and 
Karuizawa, and eventuay to Abiko.  Leach stayed in Karuizawa in the 
summers of 1914, 1917, and 1918.  Whie deveoped initiay for foreign 
residents, by the time of Leach’s first visit it was very popuar with Japanese 
as we, and by 1918 haf of its summer residents were Japanese.  There, 
through Shirakaba member Arishima Takeo (1878-1923), Leach made the 
acquaintance of Arishima’s brother-in aw Yamamoto Naoyoshi (1870-1945), 
the founder of the Mikasa hote.  In order to produce souvenir gifts for his 
guests, Naoyoshi had approached Yokohama potter Makuzu Kozan (1842-
1916; name written differenty than the aforementioned Horikawa Kozan), 
resuting in the estabishment of the Mikasa kin in 1905.  Apprentices Mori 
Koshu (1855-1921) and Itaka Kizan (1881-1887) managed the kin with 
oversight from Kozan, and the atter took over the kin competey in 1921. 
However Kozan was a frequent visitor, and Leach seems to have met him 
and made some pottery at the Karuizawa.34)  Leach may have had prior 
knowedge about Kozan from his etching teacher, Frank Brangwyn, or seen 
Kozan’s work in one of the expositions at Ueno or in art magazines such as 
Bijutsu shinpo.  
 A diary entry for January 14, 1914, mentions that Leach was at 1837 
Minami Ota Machi, “staying in his itte house in Yokohama, commencing 
pottery study with Makuzu Kozan.” Thus after the summer encounter 
Leach must have decided to study with Kozan in earnest.  The intention 
must have been to earn something of Kozan’s word-ceebrated porceain 
techniques, but the reationship seems to have foundered, possiby due to 
Kozan’s secrecy.  It is interesting that, despite his stated antipathy to 
34) The Leach-Karuizawa-Kozan connection is narrated in Shikiba 609.
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academism, Leach sought to study with Makuzu Kozan and Itaya Hazan, 
the two contemporary potters cosest to representing an “academy stye” in 
ceramics — indeed the two were among the few receiving the officia tite of 
Teikoku Gigeiin, or Imperia Craftsman.
 Leach’s second resort pottery experience was far more fruitfu.  Yanagi 
Soetsu had moved to Abiko, Chiba prefecture, in 1914, and a etter in the 
archives from September of that year offers a poetic view of the new 
ocation.35)  To ure Leach back from China, where he had moved in 1915, 
Yanagi offered Leach use of his and; in October 16 the former was writing, 
“Your room in Abiko is now ready and any and for buiding kama [kin].”36) 
Unfortunatey Leach’s documents from this period were ost in a fire in 1919, 
but enough survives to suggest that at Abiko, Leach’s notion of a new kind 
of potter assumed its distinctive form.  Components incuded the 
estabishment of a “universa standard“ that crossed the borders of “East 
and West”; the insistence on prima inspiration rather than technica merit, 
and the importance of working in a rura environment.  Leach was aso 
working “aone”: the individua potter, ike his contemporaries in the new 
woodbock print movement caed sosaku hanga, coud take physica 
responsibiity for the entire process of manufacture.  These ideas continue to 
infuence craft producers and consumers a century ater.
Another Network
 Severa of Leach’s biographers have made the point that Leach inhabited 
two words in the years 1909-1920, one the comfortabe Tokyo community of 
foreign merchants and missionaries to which his grandparents had 
beonged, and the other being the art word.  But the archive materia 
suggests that these cannot be so easiy divided, and that a number of Leach’s 
foreign friends in Tokyo were internationa payers in art and cuture.  One is 
editor and writer J.W. Robertson-Scott (1866-1962).  Leach knew Robertson-
Scott as eary as 1911, and seems to have introduced him to Yanagi sometime 
35) [1604]
36) [11618]
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before June 1915.37)  When Robertson-Scott became the editor of the New East, 
a biingua wartime propaganda magazine sponsored by the British 
government, he invited both Yanagi and Leach to write for it.  Yanagi’s ife in 
Abiko is aso featured in Robertson-Scott’s 1922 book The Foundations of 
Japan.  The gowing description of Yanagi in the eeventh chapter — the 
author cas him a “priest without priestcraft, a priest iving joyousy in the 
word” — reminds us of Leach’s praises of his friend.38)  Yet a etter to Leach 
in 1916 Yanagi compains about Robertson-Scott’s ignorance of the new 
Japan as portrayed another of his books, The Ignoble Warrior.39)  
 Robertson-Scott’s wife Espet was a writer, and her sister was the artist 
Eizabeth Keith (1887-1956), who became infatuated with Japanese art whie 
visiting Espet in Tokyo in 1915.  Yanagi seems to have introduced the two 
sisters to Korea.  Yanagi provided notes for Espet Scott’s book Old Korea, The 
Land of Morning Calm (1946) iustrated by Eizabeth.  Eizabeth Keith aso 
became a we-known artist in Japan, and, with infuence from another 
visiting printmaker, the Austrian Fritz Capeari (1884-1940), came to design 
woodbock prints in coaboration with the we-known Ginza print 
entrepreneur Watanabe Shozaburo (1885-1962), eader of the Shin-Hanga 
movement.  One other foreign member of this Shin-Hanga circe was British 
painter Chares Bartett (1860-1940), who ike Leach had studied under 
British artist Frank Brangwyn.  During his stay in Tokyo between 1915 and 
1917, Bartett designed thirty-eight prints for Watanabe.  Leach can be inked 
to Bartett through a etter from Bartett’s wife Catherine, to Leach’s wife 
Murie, showing that the Bartetts were endorsing Leach’s seing of antiques 
and his own art to Gurrey's Ltd, a gaery in Honouu.40)  Finay, the archive 
aso reveas that Leach himsef was on friendy terms with Watanabe 
Shozaburo; a 1923 etter from Watanabe reveas that Leach had transated 
tites and descriptions for his prints, most of which were exported to the 
37) The name “Scott” appears in the 1911 diary in the entry for March 30; Yanagi praises 
Scott in a etter dated June 7, 1915 [11609].
38) The Foundations of Japan (New York, 1922), pp.98-106
39) Yanagi to Leach [11620].
40) Letter of May 5, 1917, part of a set of Gurrey-reated materias [11805-11808].
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United States and Europe.41)  
 The name of E.E. Speight (dates unknown) occurs at east three times in 
the Leach archives.  After working as a high schoo Engish teacher in Japan 
for over a decade, in 1921 Speight became a teacher of Engish composition 
at Tokyo Imperia University.  He had considerabe knowedge of Indian 
phiosophy and iterature, which woud have made him attractive to Leach 
and Yanagi, especiay after the high-profie visit of Indian poet and cutura 
revivaist Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) to Japan in 1916-1917.  An Apri 
15, 1919 etter from Speight in Tokyo to Leach in Abiko, mentions Speight’s 
ove of Wiiam Bake and beatedy, Tagore, and speaks eagery of an 
upcoming meeting with Yanagi at Abiko; four days ater, another etter from 
Speight confirms that he had indeed visited.42)  In 1920, Speight wrote about 
Leach’s drawings for The Japan Advertiser.  After Leach returned to Engand 
Speight continued to write him, and a etter of Jan. 21, 1921 suggests that in 
addition to Yanagi, Speight had gotten to know Tomimoto.43)  A etter written 
by Yanagi in the 1920s mentions that Speight had introduced him to the 
great Indian art historian Ananda Coomaraswamy (1887-1947).44)  In 1924 
Speight eft Japan for India to teach at the University of Hyderbad, and his 
name is mentioned in passing in the etters of Tagore and Gandhi.45) 
Speight’s introduction to the teachings of Tagore may have been 
instrumenta in Leach’s ater being invited to teach at Dartington Ha, an 
experimenta community/schoo founded by a weathy discipe of Tagore, 
Leonard Emhirst (1893-1974).
 A friend of Speight in Tokyo, and occasionay mentioned in Leach’s 
own records, is Gurcharan Singh (1898-1966), who began ceramics by 
heping a Dehi brick-maker and then went to Japan in 1919 to study 
industria ceramics at the Higher Technica Schoo, Asakusa.  However 
41) Watanabe to Leach [2380].
42) [2327, 2328]
43) [2364]
44) [11625]
45) In 1906 Speight co-authored a book on the history of British seafaring with Cornish 
schoar Robert Morton Nance (1873-1959).  Nance’s son Dicon came to the Leach 
pottery in the 1920s as a student and eventuay married Leach’s daughter Eeanor.
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Singh found industria training to his disike and gravitated toward the new 
craft movement.  He first appears in the archive in a postcard sent from 
Korea on August 25, 1920, teing Leach that he oved Korea “next to my 
motherand.” On October 30 of that year, Yanagi mentioned in a etter that, 
“Singh has become a great friend — yet another devotee of Korea.”  On 
January 9 of the foowing year, Singh wrote to Leach from Tokyo, saying 
that he had started work under Leach’s and Tomimoto’s “great teacher,” 
Urano Shigekichi. Finay, on Feb. 27, 1922, Singh wrote to Leach on his way 
home to India, mentioning the deep infuence of Yanagi and Tomimoto over 
the three years of his study in Japan; he aso credited Leach with heping 
him see Japan.46)  Singh’s return to India coincided with Tagore’s renaissance 
of Indian art and craft, and he went on to become India’s pioneering studio 
potter.  His egacy carries on in the Andretta Pottery and Crafts Society, now 
run by his son Mansimran Singh, who ater studied with Leach in Engand. 
With this distinguished career, we are eft to wonder why Gurcharan Singh 
does not appear in the pubished writings of Leach or Yanagi.  For these two 
men, “East and West” was often, but perhaps unintentionay, confined to 
“Japan and Europe.”
 
Conclusions
 What did Leach find in Tokyo that propeed him toward the new craft? 
First, he had instant access to the Tokyo art estabishment as we as its 
younger avant-garde members.  At that very moment that art word was 
moving toward a more horizonta notion of production: artists around Leach 
were working in woodbock prints, fans, texties, furniture designs, and 
iustrations of a kinds.  Second, Leach began to se his products just as 
department stores began to experiment with sho-geijutsuhin or “sma 
artworks” for a broad, upper midde-cass audience.  Third, the heterogeneous 
nature of the Tokyo ceramics industry opened up the chance to make 
ceramics in the Raku mode, a technoogy that was compatibe with painting 
and graphic art.  Fourth, the Abiko experience provided Leach with the 
46) [2340, 11625, 2350,11627], respectivey.
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phiosophica perspectives and rhetoric to deveop his idea of “artist-potter.” 
Fifth, his “foreign” circe (aways with Yanagi as an important member) 
heped him to see the possibiities for boundary crossing, which he woud 
frequenty ca the “meeting of the East and West.” 
 Considering Leach’s reputation as a pioneering artist-craftsman and the 
extent of his network, we find some curious absences in his private records. 
One is that, despite Leach’s fondness and respect for Tomimoto Kenkichi, 
there is itte mention about the incredibe range of Tomimoto activities in 
areas such as woodbock prints and interior design.  Nor do we hear about 
the precociousness of Tomimoto’s writing about design, Wiiam Morris and 
the future of craft.  Nor does Leach write about Tsuda Seifu (1880-1978), 
Takamura Toyochika, or Fujii Tatsukichi (1881-1964), a of whom were 
pioneering in crafts production in Tokyo.47)  The overa impression is that, 
especiay after 1916, Leach’s Tokyo web was increasingy mediated by 
Yanagi; that may have excuded other possibiities.
 We have detaied how aspects of Bernard Leach’s deveopment of a new 
type of potter were specific to Tokyo in the ate Meiji and Taisho periods.  On 
the other hand, we shoud not ignore that Leach’s “Tokyo decade” coincided 
with the wordwide movement to change human ife, chiefy by reevauating 
the reationship between work, beauty and daiy existence.  The geopoitica 
dimension of this phenomenon was the frequent but unequa encounter 
between cutures.  Leach was a part of this.  Of course the person who 
appears in these diaries and etters is not yet a visionary eader, but an 
energetic and inquisitive young man fu of desires and interests.  It shoud 
not surprise us that some of these are contradictory.  These irreguarities 
notwithstanding, the documentary record from his eary Tokyo years shows 
Bernard Leach to be a key donor--and a recipient--in a new phase of Japanese 
craft history.
47) Leach must have been aware of Tsuda as a coaborator with Tomimoto; aso Tsuda, 
Fujii and Leach’s works were exhibited together on a few occasions.  Fujii seems to have 
visited Leach at Sakuragi-cho in 1910 or 1911, athough his name does not occur in the 
diaries.  Beyond Tokyo, Leach seems to have no knowedge of Kawai Unosuke’s 
pioneering work in Kyoto.
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Abstract
 Modern craft began to deveop in Japan in the second decade of the 
twentieth century, based chiefy in Tokyo.  Artists and designers without 
forma workshop training began to experiment in craft production. 
Athough this episode is often recounted as an inevitabe stage of 
modernism, primary sources revea how the new crafts depended on 
particuar institutiona and human networks, access to certain types of 
technoogy, and new markets.  The diaries and correspondence of British 
ceramicist Bernard Leach (1887-1979), now avaiabe onine through the 
Crafts Study Centre in Farnham, UK, permit a carefu reconsideration of 
these conditions. With the exception of a short period of residence in China, 
Leach resided in Tokyo between 1909 and 1920.  His papers demonstrate 
interdependencies with the facuty of the Tokyo Schoo of Fine Arts and the 
Shirakaba iterary group.  Leach’s introduction to ceramics, with its technica 
and design chaenges, emerges in these pages. Leach and feow crafts 
pioneer Tomimoto Kenkichi (1886-1963) expoited neighborhood 
opportunities for making ow-fired painted ceramics, the idea technoogy 
for infusing “art” into ceramics.  We see how the new “artist-craftsman” 
depended on the deveopment of the urban art gaery and the department 
store.  The materias aso expose sources for the conceptua profie of the 
modern studio potter, incuding soo production, rura ifestye, and an 
ecectic, “ethnographic” design concept.  Artistic modernism in genera 
depended on encounters with cutura others, and through Leach, we 
understand how modern handmade ceramics reciprocay connected to 
notions of “Japan” and additionay, “Japan’s others.”
